Montour School District
Dissecting eyeballs and T-Rex’s:
virtual reality in the classroom

Virtual/augmented reality in the classroom
By Justin Aglio, Director of Innovation
Since virtual/augmented reality is still being
In the fall of 2015, the Montour School District opened its
explored and researched worldwide, the future for
doors to a new virtual immersion lab. At first, students did not
many educators is still uncertain. At Montour, here are
know what to expect (nor did the teachers). However, on the first
five keys to how the technology is being integrated into
day using the lab, a physics student engaged with virtual reality
the classroom:
expressed, “This is like hands-on learning, without wanting to let
• Relating to content - Like all new edtech tools, the
go.”
goal with virtual/augmented reality is to embed it into
It was clear the risk was worth the reward.
current standards while simultaneously providing more
Though new virtual reality and augmented tools hit markets
authentic, real-world learning experiences.
seemingly every month (like Pokemon GO - you knew I was
• Sparking curiosity - Educators
going to bring it up somewhere), the
often teach to spark “the light bulb”
educational value of virtual reality and
in their students, but letting virtual/
augmented reality may still be unknown to
augmented reality be the spark
many educators. However, there is no slowing
provides deeper learning and generates
down for new developments in virtual and
open-ended discussions or activities.
augmented reality technologies - and at
• Connecting learning to action
Montour, there’s no slowing down, either.
research - At Montour, students collect
Here’s a peek at how we’re bringing this
data along the way to research VR and
technology to our students:
AR’s effectiveness.
Inside the Virtual Immersion Lab and
• Have students create content Montour’s plans
Instead of just consuming information,
The Virtual Immersion Lab at Montour
Montour’s curriculum allows students
is powered by the virtual reality edtech
to create content, presentations and
tool zSpace, which creates a 3D learning
more. Thus, VR/AR is not just another
experience. Through zSpace, students are able
shiny textbook.
to dissect an eyeball, a T. Rex, a 1968 Dodge
• Having fun, sharing success - We
Challenger, or almost anything else they want
always learn best when we are excited
- virtually.
and that excitement should be shared
Students are also using the virtual reality
and enjoyed by others.
tool to learn about electrical engineering,
• Where we go from here - Recently,
physics, biomedical engineering and to mold Mia Sicilia and her classmates at Burkett experiment
with zSpace virtual reality monitors during a visit by the
clay models.
company’s mobile lab last year. The monitors have been teachers and administrators in Texas
installed in a lab at the high school.
experienced educator Ron Clark as a
Additionally, Montour has indulged in
hologram at the annual Rigor, Relevance and Relationships
augmented reality through Happy Atoms, a tangible, interactive
conference held by Cypress-Fairbanks Independent School
learning tool that combines a digital app with a physical model set
District in June. The Ron Clark hologram was made
to teach students about molecular modeling. Students can build a
possible through a partnership between Promethean and
molecule with the physical set, snap a picture with the augmented
ARHT Media. According to Promethean CMO Vincent
reality app, and discover what they have made. Combining these
Young, it was the first time that this type of augmented
platforms will let students from fourth grade through college
holographic technology was used to deliver teacher and
approach chemistry from a different angle.
administrator training in an educational setting.
Montour has also gone beyond its walls, partnering with Schell
“Over time, Promethean’s vision is to work with ARHT
Games, a Pittsburgh-based game development company founded
Media to bring augmented reality technology to mass
by former Disney Imagineer and Carnegie Mellon University
audiences in education. We envision the best experts
distinguished professor Jesse Schell. Schell heads up the
and educators in the world beaming into schools on a
Entertainment Technology Center at CMU.
monthly, weekly, or even daily basis.”
In the fall of 2016, Montour chemistry students and teachers
The more we use virtual/augmented reality in the
will work side-by-side to explore the viability of a virtual reality
chemistry lab called SuperChem VR. Schell Games partnered with classroom, the more we will learn how to use it
the RAND Corporation’s Pittsburgh office to earn a small business effectively - and how to pick the best tools that work
for students. If our goal as educators is to help
innovation research grant from the Institute of Education Sciences
students become future-ready, let’s go to the future
at the U.S. Department of Education. The grant will allow the
together.
team to begin developing an immersive virtual reality chemistry
A version of this article originally appeared on
lab with formative feedback from teachers and students.
www.edsurge.com on Sept.8, 2016.
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Montour recognized as a
Common Sense Certified
District for digital citizenship

Common Sense Education, a national nonprofit organization
dedicated to helping youth and families thrive in a world of digital
media and technology, has recognized Montour School District as
a Common Sense Certified District for digital citizenship.
Montour School District has demonstrated its commitment to
taking a whole-community approach to preparing its students to
use the immense power of digital media to explore, create, connect
and learn, while limiting the perils that exist in the online realm
such as plagiarism, loss of privacy and cyber bullying.
“We applaud the faculty and staff of Montour School District for
embracing digital citizenship as an important part of their students’
education,” said Jessica Lindl, head of Common Sense Education.
“Montour School District deserves high praise for giving its
students the foundational skills they need to compete and succeed
in the 21st century workplace and participate ethically in society at
large.”

Montour School District has been using Common Sense
Education’s innovative and research-based digital citizenship
resources, which were created in collaboration with Dr. Howard
Gardner of the Good Play Project at the Harvard Graduate School
of Education. The resources teach students, educators and parents
tangible skills related to Internet safety, including protecting online
reputations and personal privacy, managing online relationships,
and respecting creative copyright. The free resources are currently
used in more than 90,000 classrooms nationwide.
“We’re honored to be recognized as a Common Sense Digital
Citizenship Certified School,” said Dr. Michael Ghilani,
superintendent. “By preparing our students to use technology
safely and responsibly, we are providing them unlimited
opportunities to maximize and personalize their learning.”

Keystone Exam scores exceed state averages by double digits
Scores from the 2016 PSSA/Keystone Test indicate that the
number of Montour students in grades three through eight scoring
proficient on the test well exceeded state averages. The tests assess
student mastery of math, science and English language arts. In
each of those test areas, the percentage difference between the
number of students scoring advanced/proficient at Montour and
those across the state was in the double digits. In nine tested areas,
the percentage difference topped 20 percent, and in all but one
area, the difference was in double digits.
The results come just two years after the state implemented
more rigorous testing standards to align with PA Core Standards.
Dr. Christopher Stone, Montour’s director of education K-6, says
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that Montour began realigning its own curriculum, resources and
material during the 2012 school year.
“This school year, we are continuing this process with analyzing
and vetting of assessments to ensure various depths of knowledge
are addressed,” says Stone.
He says that the scores are a testament to the hard work students
and faculty have done in the classroom.
“We are proud of our students and teachers for their commitment
toward academic excellence,” says Stone. “The state has increased
the level of rigor and expectations and our learning community has
stepped up to the challenge.”

Montour accepted
into National
Network of
Innovative School
Districts
Montour School District is
one of 19 new school districts
from across the nation that has
been accepted into the League
of Innovative Schools. The
league is a national coalition of
forward-thinking school districts
organized by Digital Promise, an
independent, bipartisan nonprofit
organization authorized by
Congress to accelerate innovation
in education.
Montour School District
was selected because of its
student-centered, future-focused
mindset. Specifically, the district
was accepted into the league based
on its partnership with Carnegie
Mellon University - which has
been providing an in-house
educational research center called
the Learn Lab - Virtual Immersion
Lab, a commitment to digital
citizenship and its emphasis
on high-quality professional
development. Earlier this year,
Montour partnered with the
Allegheny Intermediate Unit to
open transformED West.
Dr. Michael Ghilani, Montour
superintendent, identifies key
aspects of Montour’s success,
saying, “We always consider our
core values of Putting Children
First, Developing a Growth
Mindset and Promoting a Learning
Culture. This is what makes us
successful and we are honored that
the League of Innovative Schools
recognizes that.”
Other area schools to be
accepted into the league include
Fox Chapel Area, Avonworth,
Elizabeth Forward and South
Fayette. The League of Innovative
Schools, launched in late 2011,
accepts new members through an
open application process once per
year. With the new members, the
league now includes 87 school
districts in 33 states, representing
nearly 3.3 million students.

Kindness Club forms at high school

Members of the newly formed Acts of Kindness Club met at the start of the school year to discuss strategies
to make the school environment kind and positive.

High school teachers Natalie Rowe and Rhonda Marasco kicked off the school year by
spearheading a new club that encourages students to practice empathy and perform random
acts of the kindness.
The ARK Club, or Acts of Random Kindness Club, established at Montour was inspired
by the KIND Snacks’ Kind Movement and is the first of its type in western Pennsylvania.
So far, the club has attracted 120 members and is currently the largest club at the high
school. Marasco and Rowe stress that, “ARK is for all students, whether they have
practiced kindness their entire life or would like to become a better person now. The past
doesn’t define a person, the present does.”
They believe that kindness and empathy can be taught, learned and modeled in schools.
“It is our vision as ARK members to ensure that happens at Montour High School,” say
Marasco and Rowe.
On Oct. 3, the club celebrated World Day of Bullying Prevention by wearing blue in a
show of solidarity, signing a banner and reporting acts of kindness on Twitter.
That Friday, on Oct. 7, teachers participated in World Smile Day by recording themselves
telling a student, or students, that they have made a difference to them. The clips were
made into a video and shared with the high school.
On Nov. 14, the club is at the time of this writing planning to celebrate World Kindness
Day. Club members will be spreading a movement to help local families in need by
providing them with a Thanksgiving dinner.
The club meets once per month to discuss ideas and strategies for making the school
environment kind and positive. Club members will be reporting acts of kindness on
Twitter with the hashtags #Kindawesome and #MontourProud throughout the year.
Follow Montour’s ARK Club on Twitter @MontourARK.

Follow Montour High
School at
@hilltopspartan.

Follow the
district at
@MontourSD.
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Junior attends exclusive
Frontiers Conference
High school junior
Amalia Esposito joined
some of the country’s top
researchers, scientists and
students at a conference
hosted by the White House
during President Barack
Obama’s visit to Pittsburgh
in October. The Frontiers
Conference, held at the
University of Pittsburgh and
Carnegie Mellon University,
featured a number of guest High school junior Amalia
Esposito is pictured
speakers touching on topics here with Dr. Wanda
Diaz Merced of the IAU
ranging from artificial
Office of Astronomy
intelligence, to inequality
for Development at the
in America, to technologies Frontiers Conference in
Esposito says that
mitigating carbon emissions, October.
hearing Merced, a blind
to colonizing Mars. In
physicist, talk at the inviteonly event was a highlight
addition to the president,
of the day.
speakers included lawmakers,
professors, researchers and CEOs hailing from the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, National
Geographic Society, WIRED, NASA and SpaceX,
just to name a few.
Tracks at the invite-only event were inspired by
the November issue of WIRED, which the president
guest edited.
Esposito was one of five students nominated by
Montour and the only one chosen to attend the
conference. She was nominated by astronomy
teacher Katie Mercadante, who says Esposito has
stood out since the first day of her Astronomy I class
and has demonstrated that she is making meaningful
connections between her class and others. She says
before the conference Esposito had already studied
presenters and developed questions for them.
“I know adults who attend conferences who don’t
put that much thought into getting the most out of
the experience!” says Mercadante. “Amalia is an
astronomy rock-star.”
Esposito, who attended on the interplanetary
track, says discussions centered on traveling to
and colonizing Mars, which is a subject she’ll be
exploring under Mercadante in Astronomy II.
Throughout the day, Esposito sat in on talks and
panel discussions among interplanetary researchers
and entrepreneurs. She also had the opportunity to
interact with different tracks. She got up close with
a lifelike robot, paper microscopes developed by
MacArthur Fellow Manu Prakash, and learned about
technology that converts wave currents into energy.
“The whole experience was just a once in a
lifetime chance,” says Esposito. “I would love to
do this next year and the year after that and the
year after that. This was just such an amazing
opportunity.”
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Spartan Express airs first episode
A new student-run radio show
aired its first podcast in October.
The first-ever Spartan Express
episode featured coverage of the
homecoming pep rally, interviews
with students about the new
personal learning time program at
the high school, and an interview
with sophomore Billy Ellsworth,
whose fight against Duchenne
muscular dystrophy has been at the
Ryan Jashinski and Logan Hickey
forefront of a national battle to get Ninth-graders
work on a segment for Spartan Express, Montour’s
a new drug treatment approved by new student-run radio station.
the FDA.
Honors English 9 teacher Nicole Kashmer says about 30 students have
signed up to be members of the club and, so far, the response has been positive.
The club has been working with the nonprofit Youth Express Radio to get the
show up and running. Club members cover events and conduct interviews
using hand-held recorders and then edit their content with Adobe Audition.
“For podcasts and live streaming, there’s not a ton of additional equipment,”
says Kashmer.
She says students have been batting around a range of ideas for future
episodes, from poetry slams to sports coverage. The club is also trying to field
ideas from faculty and students.
For some club members, she says the show allows them to express another
side of themselves.
“It’s a great outlet for some of the more shy students,” she says, “their
personalities really come out when they’re behind the microphone.”
The radio club is just one of two new opportunities at Montour for students
interested in pursuing media. Also this year, a new broadcast television show
started being offered in conjunction with Point Park University.
To hear the first episode, go to: https://soundcloud.com/youthexpress/spartanexpress-episode-1.

Olympic Day
opens minds, forges friendships

For the past 10 years, Montour students and faculty have been organizing an
Olympic-style event for students with disabilities.
This year’s Olympic Day, held on Oct. 4, marked the program’s 11th and
boasted its largest participation numbers to date, with 120 students from 11
school districts, including Trinity, Moon Area, Washington, Elizabeth Forward,
Montour and Sto-Rox. Participants earned medals by completing a range of
activities organized by Montour students on the high school campus. Montour
special education teacher Tracy Blyzwick, who heads up the LifeSkills
curriculum at the high school, and her paraprofessional Gina Tirone organized
(continued next page)
this year’s Olympic Day. Blyzwick says that 50 students

Over 30 Montour High School students volunteered to help with the 11th annual Olympic Day
event this year. Thirteen districts participated.

volunteered their time to help and serve as mentors. Many are
enrolled in Montour’s partners physical education class, during
which students work with a student with disabilities to develop
physical activities.
During the Oct. 4 Olympic Day, students participated in events
such as a football toss, relay race, soccer goal kick, obstacle course
and beanbag toss. Student members of the Parkway West Rotaryaffiliated Interact Club, which is sponsored by early childhood
education teacher Nicole Stagl, organized fundraisers leading up
to Olympic Day. Those funds helped purchase medals, equipment
and a picnic-style lunch for participants. Several local businesses

also contributed.
“It was wonderful,” says Blyzwick. “This
was our 11th year and we had the most students
we’ve ever had. A lot of it is because of our
partners or volunteers who help. Without them, it
would not be as successful.”
She says the day also helps forge relationships
at Montour among students who might not regularly
interact in the hallways or at lunch.
“It creates friendships and opens social doors that
might not be there for them,” says Blyzwick.

Technology spurs student learning at DEW
By Dr. Christopher Stone
In early October, all students in grades five and six received new
Lenovo Chromebook laptop computers. The district is now a true
1:1 learning environment in grades five through 12, which provides
more opportunities for the students of Montour School District.
Research from Michigan State University has found that one-to-one
initiatives, or programs that provide every student with their own device, benefit
student learning. When students are given their own laptop, researchers have
found that students improved learning achievement in science, writing, math
and English, compared to students without access to those devices.
David E. Williams Middle School teachers are now able to customize
Students in grades five and six received new Lenovo
learning experiences for all students by using thousands of digital resources,
Chromebook laptop computers this year.
many of which are free to educators. Additionally, teachers will be able to use
programs such as Google Forms in Google Classroom to quickly gauge each student’s level of mastery on a certain concept.
All Montour middle school teachers in all content areas have also created their own Google Classroom sites for parents and
students to access blogs, assessments, discussion boards, assignments, classroom postings, documents and more.

September’s “respect” winners at DEW
Submitted by student writers Gia Booz, Casey Vallecorsa, Riley Hall, Alaina
Gasparovich and Lauren Davis
Each month at David E. Williams Middle School, guidance counselors
choose a different trait that they would like students to demonstrate. The
character trait they chose in September was “respect.” The definition of
respect is “showing high regard for other people, authority, for property and
for country; and understanding that people have value as human beings.”
Many students showed respect in September and received tickets when they
were caught being respectful. The tickets were given out by teachers or adults
in the building. These tickets were entered into a raffle and winners received
a gift card to The Mall at Robinson.
Follow David E.
Williams
Middle School on
Twitter
@DEWMiddleSchool

September’s “respect” contest winners were (fifth grade, top
right) Paulina Sanchez, Adam Klimas, Tyler Blatz, Aniya Rippy,
(sixth grade, at right), Mackenzie Frederick, Ashley Vith, Brady
Rhoads, Brock Janeda, (seventh grade, bottom right), Zach
Suehr, Mariah Neczypir, Sophia Bookwood, Isabella Groznick,
(eighth grade, below) Sam Bickel, Abbey Rose, Austin
Schaltenbrand and Zachary Nichie.
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September’s DEW students of the month
Fifth grade

Sixth grade

Submitted by Student Writers Sarah Lugaila, Abigail Mitchell,
Megan Fry, Lauren Davis, Gia Booz and Alaina Gasparovich
This year’s first sixth grade students of the month are Sara Faith
and Riley Hensley.
Sara’s homeroom teacher is Dena Baron, and her favorite color
is pink. She enjoys watching the movie “Inside Out,” and her
favorite game is Just Dance. Her favorite music genre is hip-hop.
Sara’s favorite app is Best Friends and her favorite store is Macy’s.
Her favorite food is pizza. Sara’s favorite subject is science, and
her favorite animal is a dolphin. Her favorite sport is soccer, and
favorite book is “Michael Vey.” Lastly, her favorite drink is Sprite,
and she wants to be
a veterinarian when
she grows up.
Riley Hensley is
in Janet Thomas’s
homeroom. His
favorite color is
green, and he enjoys
watching “Central
Intelligence.” Riley
plays the video
game Madden
16. His favorite
song is “It’s Hard
Eighth grade
Sometimes,”
Submitted by Student
and he likes the
Writer Rachel
music genre pop.
Ditzenberger
His favorite app
Every month, teachers
select two students who September’s David E. Williams students of the month are pictured here with principal Dominick Salpeck (at left) and assistant is Pokemon Go.
Michael Marvin (at right). Students of the month pictured are (back row) Joshua Narehood, Gianna Madia, Sara Faith, He likes Dick’s
have worked hard and principal
Lorenzo Vezio, (front row) Emily Krall, Paulina Sanchez, Matthew Marcinko and Riley Hensley.
Sporting Goods.
have been dedicated
He loves steak and
to school. It is a great
science. His favorite animal is a turtle, and he enjoys football.
accomplishment and we are proud to announce them.
He likes the book “Percy Jackson and the Lightning Thief.” His
Josh Narehood has been a dedicated student and worked hard
favorite drink is iced tea.
to earn student of the month in September. He takes pride in
Montour because of the people he goes to school with. Josh is
Seventh grade
very talented at running. He runs for the cross-country team
Submitted by Student Writer Nathan Knause
and the track team. He is proud of himself for earning student
Lorenzo Vezio and Emily Krall have been named seventh
of the month because he puts forth his best efforts in school and
grade’s
students of the month.
academics. Josh’s favorite class in school is math because he loves
Emily’s
favorite academic study is math. Ever since she had
the way Mike Phillips teaches. Some of his hobbies include band,
a
teacher
named
Jamie Chiarelli, she has much more of an
jazz band, baseball, cross country, track and student council. Josh
appreciation
for
the
subject. She would like to pursue the career
wants to be a chemical engineer when he grows up because he is
of
teaching
because
she has “always enjoyed working with
great at working with his hands.
younger
kids.”
Emily
also competes in softball. In her free time,
Gianna Madia has been a dedicated student and has worked
Emily
often
enjoys
playing
and spending time with her dog. She
hard to earn student of the month in September. She takes pride in
believes
a
characteristic
a
student
of the month should have is
Montour because of the teachers and students who inspire her to
to
be
positive,
because
she
believes
“this will make them a good
work hard and be a good person. She has many talents, including
influence
on
other
people.”
playing piano and drawing. She works hard and gets good grades.
Lorenzo is a proud member of the Montour soccer team and
Gianna’s favorite class in school is social studies because she is
his
favorite academic study is social studies, since he has a great
intrigued by history. Gianna looks up to her brother because he
interest
in learning about world geography. He would like to
is in the Air Force and teaches her how to be a good person. She
pursue
a
career as a pilot because he has always liked planes.
strives to be a surgeon when she grows up.
Lorenzo believes a characteristic a student of the month should
exemplify is respect because, “You always need to be nice to
everybody.”
Submitted by student authors Abby Medvitz, Aubrey Piontek,
Marlo Cyanovich and Alex Dusch
This week, we got to sit down with the fifth grade’s September
students of the month. We found out so many exciting,
entertaining and smart secrets about these students. These unique
students are Paulina Sanchez and Matthew Marcinko. Paulina is
in Lori Matarazzo’s homeroom and likes to be called “Penguin”
because that is her favorite animal. She loves to do math. Her
favorite song is “No” by Meghan Trainor. She thinks “Maleficent”
is a “must see” movie. When she has free time, she likes to read
Land of Stories. Her greatest fear is clowns. Her dream vacation
spot is Disney World.
Matthew’s favorite
subject is math. He
loves soccer. His
nickname is “M&M”
because of his initials.
If Matthew could
describe himself in
three words, they would
be funny, crazy and
smart. His favorite
dance move is the dab.
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Legends Breakfast connects past educators with new
Enjoy the people you work with and come to work with the same
enthusiasm as the day you were hired were just two of the pieces
of advice former Montour educators have given to Burkett teachers
during a new pilot program called the Legends Breakfast.
During the program, Nancy Zitelli, Bob Zitelli, Mitch Galiyas
and Rich Thomas have been among the former educators who
have come to speak to Burkett teachers. Each of the speakers were
also presented with a certificate honoring their contributions to the
district.
Nancy, who started teaching in 1972, the first year Forest Grove
Elementary opened, emphasized the importance of fostering
relationships with both co-workers and students. She says those
relationships are important, given that many teachers spend more
time with students and fellow faculty members than their own
families.
“I was wide-eyed, right out of college, excited, but found every
student had something that was very likeable about each of them,”
says Nancy. “Each had something very positive. If you compliment
them and reward them even with a smile a little bit goes a long
way.”
Galiyas,
who worked
for Montour
for 38 years
and retired
as Montour’s
athletic
director
in 2013,
encouraged
teachers to
explore ways
to source
funds for their classrooms. During Galiyas’ tenure, he secured
hundreds of thousands of dollars for Montour’s athletic programs,
most notably by convincing producers of the ESPN reality show
“Bound for Glory” to come to Montour in 2005.
“I encouraged them to go beyond the eight-hour day,” says
Galiyas about his message to teachers, “to help the community
and help the district. I challenged them to do things I had done. I
also told them that when you accomplish and you get something
for your district, make sure you notify administration how you’ve
helped out taxpayers.”
Bob, who taught freshman history at Montour for 10 years,
talked about putting students first and the importance of
collaboration between administration and faculty.
“What we have to do is lead kids toward success,” he says. “Kids
are first. We’re here to prepare them. We’re in a position to be a
role model to these kids. Each day presents a new challenge, and
the question is, how are we going to make it through the day?”
Bob taught history at Montour after retiring from the
boilermakers’ union. Prior to that, he studied history at West
Virginia University, where he also played football. Out of college,
he began teaching and coaching football and track. He continued

teaching as a substitute while working as a
member of the union.
“I wasn’t one to just sit around,” he says.
The Legends Breakfast will continue throughout
the year, with surprise guest speakers invited to
speak during an in-service breakfast every couple of
months.
Burkett principal Jason Burik says that the program

was well received by staff members.
“Everyone has been able to take something away from
each guest,” he says. “They have shared some really
interesting and funny stories. They reminded us that we
have one of the most important jobs in the world and they
reminded us how fortunate we are to work at Montour.”
Bob, who was a liaison between the teachers’ union and the
district during his 10 years at Montour, says he hopes to see
it expand to other school buildings as well.
“I have a lot of respect for teachers,” he says, “what they
do daily, nurturing kids along. Montour’s a great district.”
BELOW: Former Montour athletic director Mitch Galiyas speaks with teachers at
Burkett during a new pilot program called the Legends Breakfast. Other former
Montour educators to speak at the breakfast so far have been Nancy Zitelli (pictured
at left) and Bob Zitelli (pictured above with Nancy and Burkett principal Jason Burik).

Stay up to date at www.montourschools.com!
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Burkett holds last open house
Before third and fourth grade
students move into their new,
state-of-the-art elementary
building in the fall of 2017, they
celebrated their final Open House
at Burkett Elementary with all the
fanfare of a Hollywood event.
New banners, decals and
inspirational phrases were
installed throughout the building.
A slideshow of photos and students talking about their favorite teachers
played in the lobby. Families visited a photo booth, and parents and
students socialized while enjoying hors d’oeuvres. Entertainment was
provided by the high school jazz band.
The day proved to be a fun and
comfortable way for parents to get
acquainted with the building and
staff. It was also an exciting way for
students to showcase how and what
they are learning every day.

ABOVE: Siena Palmer poses
for a picture holding one of
several inspirational slogans
during Burkett’s final open
house. RIGHT: The high
school jazz band provided
entertainment during the
open house. ABOVE RIGHT:
Steps leading up to the
elementary school were
decorated to welcome
visitors.

Burkett names students
of the month for September

Kindergarten
students learn fire safety

Kindergarten students at Forest Grove had the
opportunity to learn about fire safety from former Forest
Grove PE teacher
Jack Carney, as
well as from many
firefighters from
the Forest Grove,
Kennedy and
Ingram volunteer
fire stations.
After Mr. Carney
talked about the
many ways to
stay safe in the event of a fire, students practiced these
strategies by performing a “stop-drop-and-roll” drill.
Firefighters also demonstrated how their gear helps them
do their job safely. They wanted students to see them in
their safety gear so that in the event they ever encountered
a firefighter dressed this way, they wouldn’t be afraid.
The most exciting part of this informative presentation is
when students are able to go outside to see the fire trucks
and all the equipment needed to fight a fire. Students also
get the opportunity to extinguishing a faux fire.
Students were thrilled to have the opportunity to see
the trucks and talk to firefighters about how they are
operated. Students got to explore and ask questions, while
firefighters were more than happy to answer them and give
demonstrations.
Staff and students at Forest Grove Elementary want to
thank all of the firefighters for teaching us how to be safe
and for protecting our communities.

Burkett third-graders Gage Evans, Thomas Hazlip and Delaney Barto
were named students of the month for September, as were fourth-graders
Derek Lugalia and Levia Baker.
Burkett students of the month are chosen for exhibiting appropriate
behavior, performing random acts of kindness, demonstrating
improvement in academic areas and exhibiting self control. It can also
recognize a deserving student with a quiet disposition.

Character counts

In an assembly Sept. 20, Forest Grove students heard a message that focused
on positive character traits and encouraged them to look out for their peers if they
observed bullying taking place at school or elsewhere.
The Josh and Gab Show, featuring Josh Verbanets and Gab Bonesso, utilizes
music, comedy and storytelling to engage and educate students with their powerful
message. The duo has entertained students at Forest Grove in the past. The personal
touch that Gab Bonesso, a former Forest Grove student, brings to the program
leaves an impact on students, as she tells stories about the playground, the cafeteria
and specific teachers who positively impacted her.
The assembly reinforces behavior that is encouraged by faculty, including how
to interact appropriately with each other and what to do if they witness a bullying
situation. Their message to be a kind and good friend is one that resonates with students at Forest Grove, where a Kindness Pledge is
signed by every student at the beginning of the year and recited each day during announcements. Students do a great job of not just
reciting, but also living the kindness pledge. When students are caught doing something extra kind and caring, they are added to the
Caught Being Kind wall.
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Athletics
Boys soccer secures
WPIAL berth with section title

The boys soccer team
made history in October
by securing its first section
title since 2005, and
with it a WPIAL berth.
Throughout the season, the
team has enjoyed a second
and third ranking in the
WPIAL. The team also
earned head coach Alex
Hobbs his 100th career
win. All 100 of those wins
have come at Montour.
Seniors on the team are Aaron Crist, John Dukewich, Grant Geregach, Shawn Rose and
Zach Wittebort.

Boys cross country wins section co-title

This past October at Settlers Cabin Park, the Montour boys cross-country team defeated
Moon Area, 28-29, to become section co-champions. Senior Bailey Rotellini won the race
with junior Brody Carlin finishing close behind in second place. Mackenzie Polny finished
in fourth place. Max Pargeon and Drew Esber followed up the team to assure the win.
The section co-title is Montour’s first and marks something of a turnaround for the team.
Four years ago, in head coach Rob Naylor’s first year, the team finished last, in 38th place,
in its AA section.

Girls soccer
finishes
second in
section

Tennis team
finishes third
in section
The girls tennis team
earned a WPIAL berth
after finishing third against
stiff section competition.
The team represented
Montour tremendously in
the play-offs. Individually,
Isabella Paixao (pictured
at right) finished fourth
in the WPIAL singles
tournament, narrowly
missing an opportunity to
become Montour’s first
state qualifier.

Isabella Paixao

The girls soccer team
once again qualified for
the WPIAL play-offs after
finishing in second place
in their section. Comprised
of a mix of seniors and
underclassmen, the team
finished the season with
a 12-2-3 record. Seniors
on the team are Anna
Dalmas, Alexandra
Faith, Kemper Foster,
Maura Hickey, Olivia
Muha, Kellie O’Toole,
Mary Sabol, Madison
Scanlon and Rachel
Wheeler.

Want more good news
about Montour? Search
#MontourProud on Twitter.
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